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CLASSIFICATION OF MONEY ON THE 

BASIS OF NATURE OF MONEY

� J.M. Keynes classified money on the basis of nature of money:

a)  Actual money- It is the money which is in practice into the country. It is the medium of                                
exchange as well as the basis of deferred payments. Purchasing power can be stored only in terms of 
actual money. One rupee and one paisa both constitute actual money in India.actual money. One rupee and one paisa both constitute actual money in India.

b) Money of account- It refers to that type of money where monetary accounts are maintained

in terms of it. The magnitude of loans, prices and purchasing power are all expressed in terms of      
money of account of account. The rupee for instance is the money of account in India, sterling is 

the money of account of Great Britain, mark of Germany and dollar of America etc. 

� Basically, both actual money and money of account are same but it is possible that they may diverge 
at the time of monetary crisis.



CONTINUATION…….

� The actual money in India has undergone many changes during the course of its long history. Earlier Indian 

rupee was made up of silver in the 19th century but now it is either made up of paper or nickel. Thus, the actual 

money has undergone many transformation but Indian rupee continues to be the money of account. Therefore, 

money of account is static in nature and does not undergo any changes with the passage of time.money of account is static in nature and does not undergo any changes with the passage of time.

� J. M. Keynes has further classified the actual money under two heads:

a) commodity money and b) representative money.

a) commodity money is made up of metal whose face value is equal to the intrinsic value.

It is the full bodied money. It is not only a medium of exchange but also store of purchasing 

power.

b) Representative money: It is that money which is in circulation and serves as a medium of 

exchange. But purchasing power cannot be done in terms of this money. 



CONTINUATION…….

� Representative money is not viewed as a good medium of storing purchasing power because of its 

little intrinsic value. Paper money is a good example of paper money.

� Representative money is further classified into:� Representative money is further classified into:

a) convertible paper money and b) inconvertible paper money.

� Convertible paper money is that where the government is under pressure to convert it into commodity 

money.

� Inconvertible paper money is that money where the issuing authority is under no pressure to convert 

it into commodity money.
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CLASSIFICATION ON THE BASIS OF 

MONEY COMMODITY
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CLASSIFICATION OF MONEY ON THE BASIS 

OF COMMODITY

� The metallic money is made up of a particular metal( i.e. gold, silver, copper, nickel etc.).

� The metallic money is further divided into three heads- standard money, token and subsidiary money.

� Standard money is the principal money or full bodied money made up of gold and silver , whose face 

value is equal to the intrinsic value. 

� Standard money has free coinage and is an unlimited legal tender money.

� Token money serves as a subsidiary for standard money. It is used for making smaller payments.

� Token money is made up of metals of least value like copper and nickel.

� Token money’s face value is higher than the value of intrinsic value, is  a limited legal tender money. 



CONTINUATION……

� Subsidiary money, the third type of metallic money. These are issued to facilitate smaller transactions.

� Subsidiary money  is basically coins of low value.

� These are issued by the government , defined by the statutes. 

� These also like token money are limited legal tender money.

� Paper money: It has a long history as China was the first country to use it as paper currency in the 9th century. 

Till 17th and 18th century its use had spread across many countries.

� Paper money and its use began in India in the 19th century.  The Bank of Bengal was the first bank in India to 

have issued paper currency in 1806.

� Paper money is divided into four sub divisions: representative paper money, convertible paper money, 

inconvertible paper money and fiat money.

� Representative money is that form of paper money which is backed by a physical money like gold and silver.



PAPER MONEY AND ITS TYPES

� The main objective of issuing representative paper money was to avoid the wastage of metal in wear and tear of 

metal( depreciation).

� Here, the money authority before issuing the money into the economy keeps with it the reserves of precious 

metals like gold and silver equivalent to the value of money issued.metals like gold and silver equivalent to the value of money issued.

� The demand for converting paper notes into cash was met by making use of gold and silver kept in the reserves.

� In representative paper money, there is no fear of inflation, There is economy in the use of valuable metals and 

also it instils public confidence due high intrinsic value of metals used in reserves against which the paper money 

is issued.

� Convertible paper money: it refers to that type of paper money which is convertible into standard coins at the 

option of the holder.

� In convertible paper money, the paper notes issued by the monetary authority are backed up by gold and silver 

reserves but the value of these metallic reserves is less than the value of notes issued.



PAPER NOTES AND ITS TYPES

� The basic principal underlying this system is that all notes are not simultaneously presented by the public for 

encashment.

� Therefore, the value of gold and silver reserves is less than the value of notes issued by the monetary authority.

� The reserves also contain apart from gold and silver, standard coins, token coins and approved securities. 

� So, basically there is economy in the use of valuable metals, there is flexibility in the use, infuses public 

confidence and facilitates foreign trade.

� Inconvertible paper money: it prevails when in an economy the monetary authority gives no guarantee to convert 

paper notes into coins or valuable metals. Such a type of currency circulates on account of high credit enjoyed by 

the monetary authority.

� Inconvertible paper money has no metallic reserves as its back up. Nor does thus the monetary authority 

guarantees the convertibility of paper notes into coins or metals. 



CONTINUATION…..

� For inconvertible paper money, the issuing authority backs up the note issue with the government 

securities, treasury bills and bonds.

� Such type of paper currency is issued only in limited quantity, but if the need arises, the issuing � Such type of paper currency is issued only in limited quantity, but if the need arises, the issuing 

authority may issue more paper notes without a metallic cover.

� Fiat money: it is a variety of inconvertible paper money. It is generally issued at the time of financial 

crisis. This is why it is sometimes referred as emergency currency. It was resorted in 1914 as a 

temporary measure but has come to stay since then as a permanent variety of money. No reserves of 

any kind are kept behind fiat money. It is backed by neither the metallic cover nor the fiduciary cover. 

The monetary authority gives no guarantee to convert fiat money into metallic coins. It is an 

extraordinary money and is issued under special circumstances. It is issued in limited quantity. There 

is one merit attached to it that if it is issued in controlled quantities it can greatly stimulate the 

economy of an underdeveloped country.
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